Danish researchers followed >57 000 older people over 10 years up to 2006. They made unique efforts to individually estimate exposure to traffic-related pollution for 55 years back in time, using modelled home—outdoor nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) concentrations. A 5.8 μg/m³ contrast in the 35-year average NO₂ concentration was associated with a 10% higher risk for a first-ever hospitalisation due to asthma. In other words, pollution of the last century appears to contribute to current hospitalisations. But does this interpretation make sense? First, I will present arguments against this conclusion. Second, I will explain how to make sense of this large and well-conducted study.

To clarify the interpretation of the results, it is worth formulating two basic hypotheses relevant to research on air pollution and chronic diseases like asthma where underlying chronic pathologies (eg, hyper-reactive airways) are superimposed by acute expressions of the chronic disease (eg, asthma attacks). Under this model, two primary hypotheses emerge for exposure to air pollution:

- **H1**: Exposure supports the development of the underlying chronic pathology and, thus, increases the pool of people with chronic conditions (chronic effects) prone to exacerbations or ‘events’.
- **H2**: Exposure triggers an acute event (or a state of frailty that results in an event with a delay of a few days or weeks) among those with the disease (acute and subacute effects).

In H2, the underlying cause of the asthma cases may (H1) or may not be air pollution. While mechanisms related to the two hypotheses are not necessarily independent, there are possibly different causes and pathways involved in the two time domains of effects. For example, exposure to cold air may trigger an asthma attack, while living in a colder climate may not necessarily relate to higher incidence of asthma.

H2 has been well studied for a range of events (including hospital admissions) shown to be associated with the level of pollution in previous hours, days or few weeks. H1 assumes instead that a chronic disease process is supported by long-term exposures to air pollution; therefore, classic H2 studies (eg, time series analyses and panel studies) with exposure terms derived for a few days or weeks do not address H1. The Danish study uses an estimate of (very) long-term exposure and, thus, the question arises whether it provides evidence for adult-onset asthma incidence (H1). Investigating the chronic consequences of pollution requires indeed an estimate of long-term exposure; however, this is, by itself, not sufficient. H1 research also requires an appropriate ‘chronic’ health outcome. If H2 is true, I would argue that event-based outcomes (eg, asthma attacks, hospitalisation, death) are not the right choice to investigate H1—no matter what data one may have at hand. Related concepts have been discussed in interpreting mortality studies or chronic cardiovascular pathologies. Let me apply these issues to asthma.

Let us pretend that H1 cannot be possible; thus, all we need to investigate are the acute or subacute effects (H2). While H2 can be well explored in classic ‘acute effect studies’, correlating yesterday’s pollution with today’s event frequencies, H2 could also be studied in cross-sectional surveys or in cohort studies even if the only available exposure term was some long-term mean concentration, such as in the study by Andersen et al. Under H2, ‘period prevalence’ of exacerbations or the frequency of hospitalisations must also be associated with the average ‘long-term’ concentration of pollution. This is not because the triggering of events would require cumulating exposures over months or years, but because a cleaner site has, on average, better air quality than a polluted site, both in the long term and in the short term. Accordingly, in clean sites air pollution related events are less frequent than in polluted places. To identify the relevant time windows of exposure one would need independent estimates of the various periods of exposure. The Danish study could—indeed—investigate the independent effects of pollution during the week, month, season or year(s) prior to the hospital admission. In practice, this was not possible as the short-term exposure windows (days) prior to hospital admission were not available while the 1-, 15- and 35-year estimates of ‘long-term exposure’ were so highly correlated that ‘multi-period’ models could not be run. Conclusions made for the 35-year exposure also apply to the 15 years and the last 1-year mean (for which they observed the largest coefficients). As outlined above, the annual mean prior to the hospitalisation is expected to correlate with hospitalisations under H2 alone. In conclusion, the study confirms that air pollution affects asthma related hospital admissions but provides no evidence that current hospitalisation rates are affected by ‘long-term’ (55 years) exposures.

However, let me also present more useful albeit indirect interpretations. It is tempting to compare results of acute effect studies (based on classic designs such as time series or panel studies) with those (in my opinion, mislabelled) ‘long-term studies’ showing associations between events and longer term means of pollution. If H2 is true but H1 was null, the different studies should provide similar effect estimates per unit of pollution. However, if associations of pollution with ‘events’ are much larger in the ‘long-term studies’, it provides at least some indirect evidence in support of H1. Namely, if air pollution increases the pool of subjects with the chronic pathology (H1), more acute events are expected to be seen in polluted areas given that events (due to various causes) are part of the chronic disease career. Andersen et al provide the first ‘long-term’ study on asthma hospitalisations in adults that can be compared with ‘acute effect’ studies. The reported association between NO₂ and ‘first ever’ hospitalisations is about 10–20 times larger in the Danish study than what classic acute effect studies observed. One indirect explanation for the discrepant results is that pollution not only triggered events but also increased the pool of asthmatics. This larger pool...
experiences more hospitalisations because of pollution but also due to many other causes. Effect estimates from cross-sectional and cohort studies capture this part of the burden, which is ultimately ‘air pollution related’ as well although there may be no causal link between air pollution occurring some 15–35 years ago and current hospital admission. Time series and panel studies do not assess those effects and are for that reason not informative in risk assessments where the total air pollution related burden is of interest.4

So far, H1 and H2 have been combined only in risk assessments of air pollution and childhood asthma, given the strong evidence of both H1 and H2 in children.6–8 Perez et al have shown that a very large burden of air pollution attributable exacerbations of childhood asthma relate not to the triggering per se (H1) but to air pollution increasing the pool of children with asthma.8 These children enter a ‘chronic disease career’ with its recurrent crises. Integrating the consequences of asthma incidence due to air pollution increases the burden attributable to air pollution twice for hospital admissions and some 10 times for bronchitis symptom episodes.5

As only few studies investigated the role of air pollution on adult-onset asthma,9 the indirect evidence that air pollution may affect the size of the pool of subjects with adult-onset asthma is currently of value. However, research is needed to investigate more directly the long-term role of pollution in the development of chronic asthmogenic pathologies (H1), and ‘event based’ studies are not the way to go as H1 and H2 are hardly disentangled. To understand the asthmogenic role of air pollution in adults and the relevant underlying pathways, we must have studies that measure features of the chronic pathologies and its development rather than the acute expression of the disease. This is a challenge for asthma—a label used for several phenotypes—characterised by a set of endotypes (or clusters of mechanisms) with probably different causes.10 It needs to be agreed on how to measure the development of asthma, how to identify the early stages of the pathology and, in more general terms, how to define and classify those phenotypes or endotypes. Occurrence of wheezing, bronchial reactivity or—as used in the Andersen study—hospitalisation is, per se, inadequate to describe the new onset of asthma. In the absence of agreed upon early markers of the disease development, ‘doctors’ diagnosed asthma’ may still serve its purpose despite the limitations related to differences in doctors’ propensity to label patients as ‘asthmatic’.9 Although ‘doctors’ diagnosed asthma’ is based on symptoms as well, it is more specific than definitions based on wheezing or bronchial hyper-reactivity alone, and more sensitive than the tip of the iceberg captured, if asthma onset was defined as a first-ever hospitalisation as done by Andersen et al. The characterisation of endotypes may shed more light on the possibly distinct phenotypes, its causes and the role of pollution.10 One disadvantage of using the incidence of doctors’ diagnosed asthma is its definition as a dichotomous entity—you either have it or not. As in case of atherosclerosis, describing the phenotype on a continuous scale would be more appealing.2 Pekkanen et al have promoted this concept, which is further explored by Sunyer et al using a score, based on eight or five features, respectively, to describe the phenotype as a continuum.11 12 A high score had an extremely high specificity and positive predictive value for doctors’ diagnosed asthma. Moving from a score of 0 to a score of 3+—possibly suggesting some proxy of asthma incidence—was associated with traffic-related air pollution in one study.13 However, there is still a long way to go to understand the endotypes of asthma and, thus, to unravel its specific causes.

Meanwhile, it is time to take policy action to improve air quality in our cities. Andersen et al very clearly confirm that traffic-related air pollution—even at rather low concentrations—poses serious respiratory health problems.1 Air pollution is preventable and evidence of health benefits of clean air policies is substantial.14
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